Reduced latency of the visual evoked cortical response following cryogenic injury to the cerebral cortex--a neuroexcitatory phenomenon.
Changes in the latency of visual cortical evoked responses (VER) were studied in rats subjected to cryogenic injury of the cerebral cortex. Four hours after cold injury the animals revealed a significant reduction of VER latency, which lasted approximately one week, with maximal reduction in latency occurring after 3 days. A potential role of excitotoxic amino acids in this phenomenon was tested by direct application of glutamate to the exposed cerebral cortex of the control rat and by administration of MK-801, antagonist of the NMDA receptor, in rats subjected previously to cryogenic injury and displaying a significant reduction in the VER latency. The direct application of glutamate to the cortex resulted in a decrease of the VER latency similar in magnitude to that observed after cold injury and this effect could repeatedly be demonstrated after washing out the initial application of the glutamate. The administration of MK-801 in animals subjected previously to cryogenic injury produced, within 5 minutes, reversion of reduced VER latencies. The maximal prolongation of latency occurred 30 min after MK-801 administration and reached in some cases latency values greater than in controls. Reduced latencies, corresponding to those observed originally, reappeared within 2 to 4 hours. Our studies suggest that the described reductions in the VER latencies are related to cortical areas of hyperexcitation due to excessive release of neuroexcitatory transmitters.